
html.html.twig 

$css A list of CSS files for the current page. 
$head Markup for the HEAD element (meta tags, 

keyword tags, etc) 
$head_title Modified version of page title, in the TITLE tag. 
$head_title_array 
 

List of text elements of $head_title. May contain: 
 title: The title of the page. 
 name: The name of the site. 
 slogan: The slogan of the site. 

$page The rendered page markup. 
$page_top, 
$page_bottom 

Initial and closing rendered markup. This should 
be printed before and after 'page' respectively. 

$scripts, 
$styles 

Script and style tags necessary to load JS and 
CSS files and settings in the head. 

 

page.html.twig 
$action_links Actions local to the page eg. "Add menu" on 

the menu administration interface. 
$base_path The base URL path of the Drupal installation. 

usually "/" unless Drupal in sub-directory. 
$breadcrumb The breadcrumb trail for the current page. 
$front_page The URL of the front page. Use instead of 

base_path when linking to front page. includes 
the language domain/prefix. 

$feed_icons All feed icons for the current page. 
$is_admin Flag: if user has access administration pages. 
$is_front Flag: if current page is front page. 
$logged_in  Flag: if user registered & signed in. 
$logo The url of the logo image (in theme settings) 
$main_menu The main menu links for the site 
$secondary_menu The secondary menu links for the site 
$messages  Status/error messages. Display prominently 
$page.header Items for the header region. 
$page.highlighted Items for the highlighted content region. 
$page.help  Dynamic help text, mostly for admin pages. 
$page.content The main content of the current page. 
$page.sidebar_first Items for the first sidebar. 
$page.sidebar_second Items for the second sidebar. 
$page.footer Items for the footer region. 
$node Fully loaded node, if an automatically-loaded 

node is associated with the page 
$site_name, 
$site_slogan 

The name, slogan of the site. Empty when 
displaying is disabled in the theme settings. 

$tabs Tabs linking to any sub-pages beneath the 
current page (e.g., the view and edit tabs 
when displaying a node). 

$title The page title, for use in the actual content. 
$title_prefix, , 
$title_suffix 

Additional output populated by modules, 
intended to be displayed in front of or after the 
main title tag that appears in the template. 

 

comment.html.twig 
$comment (object) Full comment object 
$entity Entity the comments are attached to. 
$author Comment author. A link or plain text. 
$attributes.class List of classes; can be used to style through CSS 
$content Content-related items for comment display. {{ 

content }} 
$created Formatted date & time for when comment created.  
$changed Formatted date & time for when comment last 

changed. 
$permalink Comment permalink. 
$submitted Submission information created from author and 

created during template_preprocess_comment(). 
$user_picture The comment author's profile picture. 
$signature The comment author's signature. 
$status Unpublished, published, or preview. 
$title Comment title, linked to the comment. 
$title_prefix, 
$title_suffix 

Additional output populated by modules, intended 
to be displayed in front or after the main title tag 
that appears in the template. 

$content_attributes List of classes for styling of the comment content. 
 

node.html.twig 
$node (object) The node object. 
->id The node ID 
->bundle The type of the node, for example, "page" or 

"article". 
->authored The user ID of the node author. 
->createdtime Formatted creation date. Preprocess functions 

can reformat it by calling format_date() 
->promoted Whether the node is promoted to front page. 
->sticky Whether the node is 'sticky' 
->published Whether the node is published. 
$label The title of the node. 
$content All node items. Use {{ content }} to print them all 

Use {{ content.field_example }} for subset. 
Use {% hide(content.field_example) %} to hide  

$user_picture The node author's picture 
$date Formatted creation date. Preprocess functions 

can reformat it by calling format_date() 
$name Themed username of node author output 
$node_url  Direct URL of the current node. 
$display_submitted Whether submission information be displayed. 
$submitted Submission information created from name and 

date during template_preprocess_node(). 
$attributes HTML attributes for the containing element.   
$title_prefix,  
$title_suffix 

Additional output populated by modules, intended 
to be displayed in front or after the main title tag 
that appears in the template. 

$view_mode View mode; for example, "teaser" or "full". 
Flags: $teaser, $page 

$readmore Flag: more state. true if teaser content of the node 
cannot hold the main body content. 

$is_front Flag: front. true when on the front page. 
$logged_in
  

Flag: authenticated user status. true when the 
current user is a logged-in member. 

$is_admin
  

Flag: admin user status. Will be true when the 
current user is an administrator. 

 

 

block.html.twig 
$block (object) The block object 
->label_hidden The hidden block title value if configured to hide 

the title ('label' is empty in this case). 
->module The module that generated the block. 
->delta An ID for the block, unique within each module. 
->region The block region embedding the current block. 
$plugin_id The ID of the block implementation. 
$label The configured label of the block if visible. 
$attributes HTML attributes for the containing element.. 
$configuration A list of the block's configuration values. 
$content  The content of this block. 
$title_attributes HTML attributes for the title element. 
$content_attributes HTML attributes for the content element. 
$title_prefix, 
$title_suffix 

Additional output populated by modules, 
intended to be displayed in front or after the main 
title tag that appears in the template. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

context about parent comment: 
$comment_parent Full parent comment entity (if any). 
$parent_author $author of parent comment. 
$parent_created $created of parent comment. 
$parent_changed $changed of parent comment. 
$parent_title $title of parent comment. 
$parent_permalink $permalink of parent comment. 
$parent  Text string of parent comment submission info 
 


